WEB-APPLICATION FOR THE PRESENTATION OF BILINGUAL CORPORA (FOCUSBING ON BULGARIAN AS ONE OF THE TWO PAIRED LANGUAGES)

Abstract

This paper briefly presents a web-application for the presentation of bilingual aligned corpora focusing on Bulgarian as one of the two paired languages. The focus is given to the description of the software tools and user interface. The software is developed in IMI-BAS and will be hosted on a server there. Some examples of the usage of the web-application for the presentation of a Bulgarian-Polish aligned corpus are included.
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1. Introduction

The software tool Web-application for the presentation of bilingual aligned corpora with Bulgarian focuses on pairs of languages with Bulgarian being one of the two. The texts in the ongoing version of the corpora are automatically aligned at the sentence level. The whole corpus is oriented towards emphasizing the applicability of the digital bilingual data for computerized natural language processing, but also as a source of human readable information.

2. Format of the Texts

The bilingual aligned corpora using Bulgarian as one of the paired languages, prepared at the Mathematical Linguistics Department of the IMI-BAS under the supervision of L. Dimitrova, will serve as input files for the software tool Web-application for the presentation of bilingual aligned corpora with Bulgarian.

2.1. Alignment of a Corpus

For a parallel corpus to be useful, it must be treated with a special program for "alignment". An aligned corpus is a parallel corpus containing relations between
corresponding chunks of text of multiple languages (Dimitrova, Garabík, 2011), (Kelih, 2009), (Moore, 2002), (Rosen, 2005), (Varga et al., 2005). The alignment is a process of relating pairs of words, phrases, sentences or paragraphs in the texts in different languages which are translation equivalent. Commonly, parallel corpora are aligned at the sentence level, because the alignment aims to produce a set of corresponding sentences (original and its translation(s)). (One of the most well-known examples of parallel text alignment is inscribed on the famous Rosetta stone.) The result of the alignment of two parallel texts is a merged document, usually called bi-text, composed of both source- and target-language versions of a given text that retains the original sentence order. The alignment tools are software tools that generate bi-texts: they align automatically the original and translated versions of the same text. The tools generally match these two texts sentence by sentence. Our decision here is in favour of pair-wise alignments, rather than of a table-like alignment (applicable to the paragraph-level alignment of texts). In addition, "alignment" is a form of annotation carried over parallel corpora to facilitate the construction and evaluation of translation models stored in memory and used in support of computer-assisted translation. Although many parallel corpora are manually "aligned", automatic "alignment" forms the core of parallel corpora processing and tool development for "alignment" with a high degree of accuracy.

We used language-independent freely-available software tools to align bilingual corpora in which Bulgarian was one of the two languages: the MT2007 Memory Translation computer aided tool (TextAlign), and the Bitext Aligner/Converter (Bitext2tmx aligner). TextAlign is a software package that segments and aligns corresponding translated sentences, contained in two rich text format files. Bitext2tmx aligner is a Java application. It works on any Java supported operating system (e.g. Windows, Linux, Mac OS X, Solaris), and is released under the GNU General Public License. Bitext2tmx aligner is a software tool that segments and aligns corresponding translated sentences, contained in two plain text files. These software packages have applications in computer-assisted translation. Both tools align bilingual texts without bilingual dictionaries, but human editing is obligatory. The resulting aligned texts are similar.

The following example presents an excerpt from the aligned at the sentence level (1561 bilingual links in total) Bulgarian and Polish texts of The Little Prince, French writer Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s most famous novella (using TextAlign):

```
<tu tuid="0000000022">
  <tuv lang="Bulgarian">
    <seg>Така че трябваше да избера друг занаят и се научих да управлявам самолети.</seg>
  </tuv>
  <tuv lang="Polish">
    <seg>Musiałem wybrać sobie inny zawód: zostałem pilotem.</seg>
  </tuv>
</tu>
```

```
<tu tuid="0000000023">
  <tuv lang="Bulgarian">
    <seg>Мисля, че трябва да избера друг занаят и се научи как да управлявам самолети.</seg>
  </tuv>
  <tuv lang="Polish">
    <seg>Musiałem wybrać sobie inny zawód: zostałem pilotem.</seg>
  </tuv>
</tu>
```
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The next table shows an excerpt of the aligned at the sentence level (6699 bilingual links in total) Bulgarian-English Orwell’s 1984 texts, so-called Orwell corpus (Dimitrova et al., 2005), (using Vanilla Aligner):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bulgarian</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Уинстън рязко се обърна.</td>
<td>Winston turned round abruptly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Беше надянал маската на спокоен оптимизъм, който бе препоръчителна за пред телекрана.</td>
<td>He had set his features into the expression of quiet optimism which it was advisable to wear when facing the telescreen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Прекоси стаята и влезе в кухненския бокс.</td>
<td>He crossed the room into the tiny kitchen.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Annotation
Corpus annotation is the process of adding linguistic or structural information to a text corpus. The annotations make the corpora more useful for linguistic research. One common type of annotation is the addition of labels or tags that indicate the word class for the words in the text. This is the so-called part-of-speech tagging (POS tagging): information about each word’s part of speech (verb, noun, adjective, adverb, etc.) in the form of labels — tags — is added to the words of the corpus. Another example of linguistic annotation is indicating the lemma — the base form of each word (Dimitrova, Koseska-Toszewa, Derzhanski, & Roszko, 2009). Apart from linguistic annotations, there are other types of annotation, for example, structural annotations, which correspond to different structural levels of a corpus or text. Written texts contain a number of different structural forms or divisions. Novels have a complex hierarchy and are divided into parts and chapters, newspapers are divided into sections, reference works — into articles, etc. The most
common division in this hierarchy is the paragraph. The structural annotation allows the texts in the two languages (Bulgarian and Lang2) to be aligned at the corresponding level in order to produce aligned bilingual corpora.

Some texts in the ongoing version of the Bulgarian-Lang2 corpora (Bulgarian-English, Bulgarian-Lithuanian, Bulgarian-Polish, Bulgarian-Russian, Bulgarian-Slovak) are annotated at the paragraph level, others are aligned and therefore annotated at the segment level (usually the sentence level). The standard markers \(<p>\) and \(</p>\) for a paragraph’s boundaries, \(<seg>\) and \(</seg>\) for a segment’s boundaries, are employed. The \(<p>\) level alignment allows the drawing of a broader context in the languages. In other words, there is the opportunity — thanks to the broader context — to more precisely study the meanings of word-forms in each language.

3. Design Decisions and Web Interface

3.1. Web-application

The technologies used for the implementation of the Web-application for the presentation of the bilingual aligned corpora are Apache, MySQL, PHP and JavaScript. We use free technologies originally designed for developing dynamic web pages with many functionalities. The software tool offers a user-friendly interface for adding to, editing, deleting from and searching the database. The following web-based application is experimental, and the structure of the text fields is not permanently determined yet. Changes are possible during the implementation process.

3.2. Query interface

The Web-application for the presentation of bilingual aligned corpora consists of two parts — an administrative and an end-user part. The administrative part has a very simple interface and offers the possibility for the user to add to, edit, delete from and search the database of the corpus. After the administrator has logged in to the system, he/she is redirected to a page where a sentence or a word contained in the sentence can be searched by identification. After a search has been performed, the user has the ability to edit the database if corrections are needed or delete the listed records.

The application provides a simple web form where the user can insert a new pair of aligned texts:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{\texttt{<tu tuid="000000023">}} \\
&\text{\texttt{<tuv lang="Bulgarian">}} \\
&\text{\texttt{<seg>}}\text{Летял съм по малко навсякъде по света. И наистина, географията много ми помогна.}</seg> \\
&\text{\texttt{</tuv>}} \\
&\text{\texttt{<tuv lang="Polish">}} \\
&\text{\texttt{<seg>Latałem po całym świecie i muszę przyznać, że znajomość geografii bardzo mi się przydała.</seg>}} \\
&\text{\texttt{</tuv>}}
\end{align*}
\]
Figure 1. Insertion of a new pair of aligned texts.

The web-based end-user interface is bilingual. Only a search-by-word capability is provided to the end user. The user can choose the input language (Bulgarian or Lang2 — Polish, in this case). A virtual keyboard is implemented to help the end user insert search criteria more easily in case he/she does not have the Bulgarian or Lang2 alphabet installed on the computer used.

The search is performed according to the primary language selected by the user. All pairs of aligned text where the searched word has been found are listed in a table. In order to show the word in a better context, together with the target pair we display the previous and next pair as well. If the search results exceed more than 15 records, paging is provided.

3.3. Relational Database, Supporting Web-application
The base of the Web-application is the relational database (RDB) of the Bulgarian-Lang2 (Polish in this case) corpora. The relational model is supported by tables containing core information of the corpora entries and the links established between them.

The usage of RDB for storage of the corpora entries has several advantages: maintenance of the integrity of data, ensuring data security and independence, quick and efficient search and data retrieval, upload and updates. We paid special attention to building the database that supports the web presentation of bilingual corpora in order to address the following computational complexities.

Searching a large text can be a costly operation, one that takes up a long time to run. The database structure was therefore designed in a way to provide easy and fast search capabilities for the end-users of the bilingual web corpora.

When a user inserts a new record in the database through the administrative module, a backend text parser program takes the input text and simplifies it to its separate constituent words. The different words are then saved in different fields in an index table of the database, and for each word a link is kept to another table.
where the full text of the aligned pair is saved. This parsing is done for both texts — the one in Lang2 as well as the Bulgarian text.

In this way, we achieve a good search performance and only a small delay while inserting new records in the database. The delay is not so sensible and the administrator will not pay a big attention to it, because he has the possibility to add the new aligned pairs only one by one.

**Description of the Tables of the Database corpus_db — the Base of the Web bilingual corpora presentation on the example of the Bulgarian-Polish aligned corpus:**

*sentence_bg_pl* — contains the information about the aligned Bulgarian-Polish (i.e. Lang2) pair.

*word_bg* — after the Bulgarian text has been parsed, each Bulgarian word from the aligned pair is saved in this field of database.

*word_pl* — after the Polish text has been parsed each Polish word from the aligned pair is saved in this field of database.

*word_sentences_bg* — for each record in the table *word_bg*, a link is kept to the table *sentence_bg_pl*. The combination id_word_bg, id_sentence_bg_pl is unique.

*word_sentences_pl* — for each record in the table *word_pl*, a link is kept to the table *sentence_bg_pl*. The combination id_word_pl, id_sentence_bg_pl is unique.

Figure 2. Structure of the Relational Database.
3.4. Concordances

The digital corpora are the main base of knowledge in corpus linguistics, and the aligned corpora are the best resource for the development of different kinds of digital dictionaries and other special type of lists, namely concordances. A concordance is a list of occurrences of a given (specified) word or phrase used in given large text, a book or a corpus, together with their immediate context.

The text retrieval and concordancing programs as a computer enhanced tools, provide the linguists an opportunity of studying vast amounts of text in a short time. The basic investigation procedure for querying text corpora consists in producing multiple concordance lines, for a specified string of characters — a word, a lemma or a phrase. The citations thus obtained can be sorted to reveal recurring clusters of words (Dimitrova, Garabík, 2011). The analysis of these recurring patterns highlights the behavior of actual language in context. That is why, the concordances have many applications in contrastive studies: they are used for comparison of different uses of the same word (in a different context) and for creating indexes and lists of words; in a keyword analysis and analysis of the frequency of words; to locate and analyze phrases and idioms in a given text; to find the translation of the essential elements of text, such as terms (in multilingual texts).

The Figure 3 shows a concordance with the Bulgarian noun „света“ / world/ (from A. de Saint-Exupéry’s The Little Prince):

Figure 3. Concordances with the Bulgarian noun „света“ / world/ in the corpus.
The Figure 4 shows a concordance with the Polish verb *przyznać* /admit/ (from A. de Saint-Exupéry’s *The Little Prince*):

![Concordance Image]

**Figure 4.** Concordances with the Polish verb *przyznać* /admit/ in the corpus.

### 4. Applications of Web-presented Bilingual Corpora

The aligned parallel corpora are useful for many NLP applications: in systems for machine-aided human translation, in systems for machine translation for the training of software tools, for training of translators. They are prerequisite for contrastive studies or other linguistics research, and can also be used for retrieval of linguistic information, for producing concordances, for developing bi- and multilingual lexical databases and different kinds of digital dictionaries, etc. ((Dimitrova, Koseska, 2009), (Dimitrova et al., 2010), (Garabík, Dimitrova, Koseska, 2011)).

#### 4.1. Training of Translators (Humans or Programming Tools)

The main application area of the corpora is the translation. The parallel and aligned corpora are successfully used as a translation database and language materials for the training of translators, humans or programming tools for machine translation, as well as in education — for language learning in schools and universities. Instructors, students and professional translators can use bilingual corpora as a complementary resource in educational process.

Bilingual corpora can also be used for training of software packages for automatic disambiguation of morphosyntactic annotation.

The advantage of processing a text corpus is to obtain context specific information about syntactic structures and usage of words in a given language. In the case of parallel corpora, one can obtain context-specific correlations between these languages, which are usually much less ambiguous than general collections. Resulting data from these corpus analysis processes can be used to develop context-specific tools for translation and to standardize the usage of structures and word sets for future multilingual document production.

This approach is more correct as there is no "word"-to-"word" comparison, but a comparison of word-forms in a broader context, which allows a better identification of the word’s meaning.
4.2. Development of Multilingual Lexical Databases and Digital Dictionaries
The parallel and aligned corpora are the best resource for the development of bi- and multilingual lexical databases and different kinds of digital dictionaries.

Multilingual parallel corpora represent a good base of data for bilingual dictionaries creation. There are many research projects for automatic extraction of bilingual lexical knowledge from parallel corpora in the field of information retrieval from large scale text corpora. Thus parallel corpora are successfully used for automatic lexicon extraction. There one could find and extract many examples of the usage of the words from the corpus in a wide context.

4.3. Applications in Contrastive Studies
Every language in the bilingual corpus — Bulgarian, English, Lithuanian, Polish, and Russian — exhibit some specific features, occurring repeatedly in several categories. At first, different orthography traditions — the corpora are a dataset of written languages and the orthography forms an inseparable part of language analysis. A significant feature is the analytic character of Bulgarian and English. In the process of evolution of Bulgarian from a synthetic, inflectional language, to an analytic, flectional language, case forms were replaced with combinations of different prepositions with a common case form. Bulgarian has lost most of the traditional Slavic case system, exhibits several linguistic innovations in comparison to the other Slavic languages (a rich system of verbal forms, a definite article), and has a grammatical structure closer to English or the Neo-Latin languages than other Slavic languages. One of the most important grammatical characteristics of the Bulgarian language which sets it apart from the rest of the Slavic languages is the existence of a definite article. Bulgarian possesses high number of verbal forms and a strongly developed category of verbal aspect ((Dimitrova, Koseska, 2012), (Dimitrova, Koseska, Roszko, D., & Roszko, R., 2009a, 2009b, 2010, 2011)).

The web-presented bilingual aligned corpora are oriented both to human and machine users and are available for a wide area of applications: corpora and frequency lists derived from them are useful for language teaching. Recently, the aligned corpora serve as a basis for development of new applications in multilingual digital libraries.

Conclusion
There are many projects for automatic extraction of bilingual lexical knowledge from parallel corpora in the field of information retrieval from large scale text corpora. Aligned corpora are the most effective means for the creation of bi- and multilingual dictionaries and contrastive grammars. One has to remember that parallel corpora comprise direct material for the evaluation of translations and their analysis will bring out the improvement of the quality of both traditional, human translation, and machine translation. Besides, texts extracted from parallel or aligned corpora prove the necessity of evaluating translations: it is common that in translation words get omitted or word meanings get changed. That is why online free-use aligned texts are a useful education resource.
Future development and implementation. In a future implementation of the web application, texts in the bilingual corpora will be lemmatized or/and POS tagged. The bilingual aligned corpora with Bulgarian will be freely available for research and education on the web with an appropriate tri- or bilingual interface in Bulgarian, Lang2, and English (when Lang2 is not English). The Bulgarian-Polish aligned corpus will be soon represented via Internet by the Web-application for presentation of bilingual corpora with Bulgarian with a wide spectrum of features for practical applications.
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